Looking for something interesting to read? Check out the themed Book Trees at Sturgis and Johnson Libraries. Current themes include Cool Summer Reads and Books by KSU Authors. We also have Popular Book shelves at both locations featuring newer titles.

WHAT IS SUPERSEARCH?
SuperSearch allows you to search physical and electronic library collections and source types in one place! Many students, faculty, and staff have experience using GALILEO for their research; however, SuperSearch and GALILEO use the same search. In addition you no longer have to learn a new password each semester.

- from Ask A Librarian

BOOK TREES!
Looking for KSU’s Performing Arts Materials?
We’ve FOUND Them!

Over the early part of summer, materials from the Performing Arts Library in the Wilson Building were moved to the Sturgis Library on the Kennesaw Campus. If you’re looking for musical scores, play scripts, chamber music parts, reference materials, or anything else pertaining to the arts, you’ll find them here among all of the other fantastic library resources.

Need help? Stop in at the Sturgis Library Helo Desk and ask one of our librarians.

STURGIS LIBRARY
Ribbon-Cutting for the Newly Renovated Ground and First Floors of the Sturgis Library, June 6th, 2016